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Abstract
The aim of this work is to demonstrate the usefulness of the artificial intelligence tools for early detection of diseases. From
the historic and simple assessment of temperature by the clinical thermometer, thermal imaging camera has opened up new
perspectives, and that a whole image field-of-view can be characterized in a single measurement. Thermographic assessment
of temperature distribution within the examined skin enables a quick, non-contact, non-invasive relative measurement of
their temperature. No literature has been found until date detection of diabetes using thermography and artificial neural
networks. An attempt in this regard could help doctors make a safer decision. This work shows that the output predicted
using the artificial neural network based on thermography, can be used for early detection of diabetes.
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Introduction
According to the World Health Organization, in 2009,
approximately 347 million were infected with the diabetes, and it
is expected that in 2030 the number will reach about 500 million
[1]. Libya is one of the North Africa countries, and according to
the International Diabetes Federation estimates, the prevalence
of diabetes among adults in Libya is 10.4% [2]. Foot ulcers are
a common complication of poorly controlled diabetes, forming
as a result of skin tissue breaking down and exposing the layers
underneath. Early diagnosis of diabetic foot complications
and their precursors is essential in preventing their signs
consequences, such as foot infection and amputation. Abnormal
skin temperature is a natural indicator of illness [3]. The human
skin temperature distribution of a healthy body exhibits a
contralateral symmetry [4]. From the traditional assessment
of temperature by the thermometer, modern thermal imaging
camera technology has opened up new perspectives, especially
in the use of thermography to map a body temperature with a
remote-sensing camera. Thermography is a reliable non-invasive
technique for imaging skin temperature distribution. It is a remote
and a non-contact temperature measuring technique that enables
simultaneous monitoring a large area of the human skin surface.

Infrared thermal imaging, unlike many other imaging techniques
used in medicine, is not an internal imaging system for anatomical
information. The human skin surface is a highly efficient radiator,
with an emissivity of 0.98 [5]. This technology has the benefits
of no material placed on a human skin surface, and that a whole
image field-of-view can be characterized in a single measurement.
Several applications of thermography in medical science has been
highlighted in B Lahiri, et al., (2012) [3]. Thermography has been
extensively used for diabetic neuropathy, breast cancer detection,
fever screening, brain imaging and assessment of radiation
damage to human body [3]. Bagavathiappan et al., [6] used the
thermal imaging camera to study the plantar foot temperatures of
112 patient subjects with type 2 diabetes selected from a tertiary
diabetes center in South India. They indicated that thermography
can be used as an additional tool for evaluation of high risk
diabetic feet. However, assessing thermal images is a complex
and subjective task that can be greatly facilitated by artificial
intelligence techniques.
Most of medical imaging procedures have benefited from the
use of modern artificial intelligence systems [7]. An artificial
intelligence system is a system that can make decisions which
would be considered intelligent if made by a human being.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is becoming more popular and
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particularly amenable to modelling complex systems, because it has
demonstrated superior predictive ability compared to traditional
methods. To find the relationship between inputs and outputs of
a complex system, artificial neural network (ANN) techniques
have drawn more attention rather than statistical models, and
produce results without requiring a detailed description of the
phenomena that is governing the system. There are different ANN
architectures to building thermal models, Back-Propagation (BP)
artificial neural network modelling has proven to be a suitable
nonlinear modelling method.
In the past, the model had to be kept as simple as possible. For
instance, although the ANN models are more accurate than the
regression models, the calibration of the regression model’s
coefficients is simpler (least squares approach) [8]. However,
the use of mathematical software tool such as that existing in
MATLAB facilitates the calibration of the model coefficients by
using optimization/training tools [9]. Nevertheless, there is still
a strong argument for simplicity, where possible, to avoid overconstraining the system and introducing instability.
Human skin temperature, the information that can be investigated
by the thermograph, is dependent on blood circulation. In
ischemic conditions, where blood perfusion may be reduced,
especially at the periphery of the human body and limbs (hands
and feet), reduced temperature may be found. This requires a
period of stabilization, where the patient is resting in the stable
room temperature) for a period of time prior to examination.
During this time, areas of the body to be examined must be
unclothed [5].
Medical thermography is used as a screening method for early
detection of cancer and diabetes [10], but the use of this
technology in Libya has still not been researched. This work
presents a technique for early diagnostic of diabetes using
thermal imaging camera and artificial neural networks, in order
to facilitate the physician's decision making. First, the thermal
images are pre-processed to reduce the noise introduced during
the initial acquisition. Then, potential regions of interest are
identified using imaging process tools such as isothermal analysis
and segmentation techniques. Finally, the proposed ANN model
was used to predict the patient status.

Material And Methods
Thermal Imaging Camera
A thermal imaging camera provides a visible image of otherwise
invisible infrared light that is emitted by all bodies due to their
thermal status. Thermography is a reliable non-invasive technique
for imaging skin temperature distribution. The thermal imaging
camera has become a powerful tool for researchers and has
applications in various fields such as medicine, biometrics,
computer vision, building maintenance and so on [11, 12]. In this
paper, a medium-specification thermal imaging camera, namely
an FLIR ONE™, was used to record a sequence of thermal
images of temperature distributions across the patient foot. This
camera provides a sensitivity of 0.1 °C, and a scene temperature
range -20°C - 120°C. Full camera specifications are provided in
Table 1. The thermal imaging camera offers a continuous picture
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of the temperature distribution in the image field-of-view. This
is important as it provides the distribution of heat during the
diagnostic period across the whole patient body. This allows the
patient skin to be measured online during the diagnostic period.
As well as the camera providing live continuous thermal images,
they can also be recorded for further analysis. The thermal images
are saved as a matrix of temperatures with a specific resolution of
one pixel (equivalent to 5.50 mm2), which equates to over 38000
temperature measurement points for this 160 x 120 resolution
camera. These thermal images can be transferred to a personal
computer for analysis. Figure 1 shows a general overview of the
diagnostic setup.
Table 1. Thermal Imaging Camera Specification.
Price
Operating Temperature
Weight
Dimensions
(L × W × H)

1750 Libyan dinar
32°F to 95°F (0°C to 35°C)
29 grams
2.8 inches (72mm) × 1
inch (26mm) × 0.7 inches
(18mm)
160 × 120 resolution thermal accessory with MSX
for iPhones/iPads with a
lightning connector

Device Compatibility

Figure 1. A general overview of a typical thermographic
diagnostic.
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) model
Artiﬁcial neural network as a form of AI is a data-driven approach.
It is designed in a way that mimics the behavior of biological
neural network. A typical artificial neural network has an input
layer, one or more hidden layers, and an output layer [13]. The
neurons in the hidden layer, which are connected to the neurons
in the input and output layers by adaptable weights, enable the
ANN to compute complex associations between the input and
output variables [14]. The inputs of each neuron in the hidden
and output layers are summed, and the resulting summation is
processed by an activation function [14]. Training the model is
the process of determining the adjustable weights, and it is similar
to the process of determining the coefficients of a regression
model by least squares approach. The weights are initially selected
randomly and an optimization algorithm is then used to find
the weights that minimize the differences between the modelcalculated and the experimental outputs [15]. Across the whole
modelling procedure, no physical equation is used (see Figure 2).
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Results And Discussion
In this paper, the data has been analyzed using MATLAB. One
disadvantage of thermal imaging is that it can have low absolute
accuracy, usually in the order of ±2 ºC. A number of MATLAB
functions have been developed to enhance this accuracy, including
averaging the images to reduce pixel noise, alignment of images
and extraction from the temperature data by averaging groups of
pixels at a specific point (see Figure 3).
Figure 3. Intelligent diagnostic system.
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The radiation measured by the thermal camera depends on the
temperature of the body, but is also affected by the emissivity of
the body skin. Additionally, radiation reflects from shiny surfaces,
and is directly captured by the thermal camera and appearing
as very hot areas. In order to measure the temperature of the
body precisely it is therefore, necessary to know the emissivity
accurately, for which the application of masking tape with a
known emissivity (0.95) is a common and effective solution. The
camera parameters are then set according to the measurement
conditions considering the emissivity of the skin human body, the
distance between the body and the camera, the relative humidity
and the ambient temperature, as illustrated in Table 2.
Table 2. Thermal Imaging Camera Parameters.
Distance
Emissivity
Ambient temperature
Relative humidity:

1.5 m
0.98
23°C
30%

Case Study
In order to illustrate the application of the model in automated
detection of diabetic foot, we used simple case study and calculate
the model. The model is conducted on realistic data from 90
patients. Due to low accuracy of our FLIR ONE™ camera, 85
exams were performed from 1 February to 30 June 2013 in the
Dos de Mayo hospital [1], and 5 exams were performed in the
Misurata hospital. In order to optimize the ANN coefficients, the
exam’s dataset was divided into two sets, one is being used for
training the model (approximately 60 %), and the rest for testing
performance (approximately 40 %). Four temperature spots are
used as inputs, and a patient’s status as output.
Usually ANN models have three layers: Input, hidden and output
layer. Although, for common engineering problems, one hidden
layer is sufficient for model training [16, 17], two or more hidden
layers may be needed for other applications [18]. An ANN model
with three layers was used in this paper: the input layer has 4 input
variables and the output layer has one neuron (the diagnosis).
Selection of the number of neurons in the hidden layer is
important for finding a suitable ANN model structure. Although
increasing the neuron numbers in the hidden layer, may help to
improve the neural network performance, however, the possibility
of over-fitting may increase. Furthermore, a large number of
hidden neurons can increase model training time. In this paper,
different ANN models were evaluated using Root-Mean-Square
Error (RMSE), in order to measure the deviation between the
training data and predicted values. In Figure 4 the RMSE of
ANN model for the training data is plotted versus the epochs. It
is observed that after 5 epochs were used, the performance does
not improve any further. Before generating the final model, it is
essential to obtain the optimum number of neurons in the hidden
layer. For this purpose, several ANN models can be constructed
with a different number of neurons. The optimum size of the
model structure was determined, and the results are summarized
in Table 3. It was found that the ANN model with 10 neurons
exhibited the lowest error RMSE=1.48 for testing dataset.
Figure 4. RMSE of the ANN model during training
process.
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Figure 2. Basic structure of ANN model.
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Figure 5. Areas at risk on the foot [19].

sufficiently well defined to the point that it might only need a
small number of training iterations. We believe that correlation
between foot temperature change and diabetes as described in
this paper deserves further analysis in Libya, in order to create a
new tool for early detection of diabetes and other diseases.
Table 3. Performance of ANN models.

Model

There are areas where it is very likely that a foot ulcer occurs as
shown in Figure 5. Detecting problems in these areas is of great
interest. It should be noticed that temperature of corresponding
area of the right and left foot do not usually differs more than
1°C. However, a temperature difference greater than 2.2°C is
considered as a sign of a possible foot ulcer [1, 19]. Extracting this
increased temperature between the right and left foot is important
for the accuracy of the ANN model.
The results of this study strongly suggest that recent improvements
in thermography techniques and artificial intelligence tools have
indeed contributed to increased performance when using such
a system for early detection of some diseases such as diabetes
and cancer. These early results using the proposed system are
promising and further studies should be carried in this regard.
Figure 6 illustrate an overview of the whole system.
To obtain robust detection model, long term experimental data
is required. However, the size of the input-output dataset is very
crucial when the generation of data iscostly affair (several clinical
examination). For instance, the process of obtaining such data
can take several months for normal condition exams and for a
year or more for abnormal exams. One way to overcome this
problem, the physician needs to borrow a valid white-box model
to supplement the experimental data.
Figure 6. An overview of the whole system.
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Conclusion
In this contribution, we successfully used an ANN model and
thermal imaging camera for early diagnosis of diabetic foot.
As a result of the proposed method, the initial model can be
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